Introduction
We consider only finite graphs without loops and multiple edges. The set of vertices of a graph G is denoted by V(GJf and the cet of edgee by E(G). |V(G)| is the order of G, e(G) = I E(G)I the eize of G.
For two vertices χ and y of G we define e(x,y) = 1 if xyeli(G), and e(x,y) = Ü otherwise. N(x,G) is the neighbourhood of χ in G, Κ(AfG} = U N(X,G) for AcV(G).
xeA Let XcV(O) and YcB(G) ϋ E ( G ), where G is the complement cf G. Then G(X) is the subgraph of G induced by X, G -X = = G(V(G)-X), and G+Y is the graph with the vertex set V(Gj and the edge set S(GJuY. We write G-x in place of G-{x}, and G+ xy in place of G+{xy}.
For graphs G and H, G υ H denotes the union of G and H, while mG is the disjoint union of m copies of G. G*H is the graph with vertex set V(GjuV(H) and the edge set E(G)uE(H)u u {xyjxεV(G),y eV(Hj}, then define F*G*H to be the graph (F*G)*(G*H).
A matching M of G is a set of independent edges of G.
•Phis set we shall consider as a graph with vertex set V(M) an edge set E(M). Hi is called a perfect matching of G if V(G) = V(Lí). M is maximal matching of G if M is not proper subset of any matching of G. A vertex χ of G is covered by M if χ e V{MJ.
3€(n,k)
Let g(n,kj = (4n 2 -4nk-4n+2k+5k 2 )/8 and h(n,k) = max(g(n,k), g{n,(2n-2)/3)). We verify that h(n,k) = g(n,k) for k<(2n+4)/15 and h(n,k) = g(n,(2n-2)/3) for (2n+4)/15« k « < (2n-2)/3.
We shall now define two families of graphs: jj and 3£in,k). If (n+2)/3 is an integer, is the family of graphs G = ((n+2)/3 K 1 )*H, where H is any graph of order (2n-2)/3 containing a perfect matching, otherwise » 0.
Hôte that H(n,(2n-2)/3) e and every G e ^ has order n. The order of the graph H(n,k} is n, minimum degree k and size g(n,k), while every Ge3€(n,k) has order n, size h(n,k) and minimum degree either k or (2n-2)/3·
If G e j n υ 36(n,kJ, then G has a matching which is not contained in any Hamiltonian cycle of G.
Haggkvist proved the following Theorem A ( [3] Corollary 1). If in a graph G of order η » 3,
for every pair of nonadjacent vertices u and v, then every matching of G lies in a Hamiltonian oycle of G· We shall prove that a slightly stronger version of this theorem (Theorem 1) follows from a result of Bermant Theorem Β ( [2] , see also [3] ). Let G be β graph of order η £ 3» such that for every pair of nonadjacent vertices u and ν of G
Then every matohing of G lies in a cycle.
We ehall also prove that in a graph of order n^ 3» size greater then h(n,k), and minimum degree at least k, every matching lies in a Hamiltonian cycle. Moreover, we prove that if G is a graph of order η £ 3» 6(G)ï k, e(G) = h(n,k), and G has a matching which is not contained in any Hamiltonian cycle of G, then G e 3e(n,k).
Let We shall prove that M' is not oontained in any cyole of G'. In fact, suppose that C' is a cyole of G', such that M' lies in C. Since U / is perfect matching of G', C ' is Hamiltonian cyole of G', Then, for every i, the vertex t^ has two neighbours in C' : a^, since a^b^eM', and cit say. By the construction of G', a^Oj^ e E(G), and therefore we may replace each segment a i^i c i 0 with the edge a^o^. The cyole obtained in such a way from C' is Hamiltonian cyole of G containing M, a contradiction.
Thus, by Theorem B, there are two nonadjacönt vertices of G', x0 and y0, say, such that d(x0,G'J+d(y0,G') $ n+1.
Since for every new vertex bA, 1 $ i $ 1, díb^G'J = s d(aifG'), and every vertex nonadjacent to b^ is also nonadjaoent to a^, we may assume that xQ and yQ are vertices of G. Observe also that if zeLuN(L,G), then d(x,G' )£d(x,G)+1.
For χ e V(Gj we define e(xj = 1 if xe L υ N(L,GJ, and ε(χ) • 0 otherwise. Then we have n+1»d(x0,G / )+d(y0,G / ) > > d(x0,G)+e(x0)+d(y0,G)+e(y0)» (4n-4)/3+e(x0)+e(y0), and therefore 1> (n-4)/3+e(x0)+e(y0).
Ve shall consider three oasest Case 1. ε(χ0) = e(yQ) = 0. The set Lujx0,y0j is independent. Thus d(x,G) < n-1-2 $ $ (2n-2)/3, for every χ e L u{ x 0»70}· 0n the other hand, d(a,G) + d(b,G)> (4n-4J/3 for a,b ε L u{xQ,y0}. So, l=(n-4)/3 and d(x,G) » (2n-2)/3 for every vertex χ e L u {x0,y0j. Hence uvcB(G) for every u e L u {xQ,y0}, and for every VeV(tt) --(L υjx0,y0j). Moreover, M is perfeot matching of G-L. The reader can easily find a Hamiltonian cycle of G, containing M. A contradiction. Case 2. ε(χ0) » 1, elyQ) = 0. The set I"->{y0| ίβ independent and contains at least two vertices. We repeat the arguments used in the previous case to prove that 1 » (n-1)/3. M is perfeot matching of G-L, and G-L has n-1 = (2n+1)/3 vertices. A contradiction, since (2n+1)/3 is never an even integer. Case '3. ε(*") » e(y0) = 1. Then 1^2, and (4n-4)/3 « d(a,G) + d(b,G) $2(n-l), for every pair of distinct vertioes a and b of I. We deduce easily (1) h(n,k) -h(n-1,k-1)> k+1,
We shall prove first, that if ons of propositions (i),
(ii) given below is not satisfied, then M lies in a Hamiltonian cycle of G.
(i) Any vertex a of degree k in G is not covered·by M.
Proof of (i).
Suppose that there exist a vertex a of degree k, and a vertex b such that ab e M.
If there is a neighbour of a, χ say, such that χ is not covered by U, define the graph G' = G -a + xb and the matohing M' « M -{ab}u{bx}. Ve have dearly 6(G')> k-1, e(G')* h(n,k)-k, and by (1), e(S') h(n-1,k-1). By the induction hypothesis, the matching 11' lies in a Haoiltonian oyole C of G'. Then replace in C' the edge bx with the path bax to obtain a Hamiltonian cyole of G containing II.
So, let us suppose that χ is a covered neighbour of a suoh that χ Φ b, and let y be the neighbour of χ in li· Consider the graph G" • G -{ a »*} + *>?· and til0 oatching M" « » M -{ab,xy}u {by}. Then S(G") > k-2, e{G") > h(n,k) -k -n+ 2, and by (2), e(G")> h(n-2,k-2). Then, by the induction hypothesis, M" lies in a Hamiltonian oycle C" of G". The cycle obtained from C " by replacing the edge by with the path baxy is Hamiltonian cyole containing II.
•
(ii) Let a be a vertex of degree k, and let χ be a neighbour of a. Then d(x,G)£ k+2. Proof of (ii). Suppose d(x,G)<k+1. Sinoe a is not covered by M, and U is maximal matching of G, χ is oovered by II. let y be the neighbour of χ in It.
Consider the graph G' * G -χ + ay, and the matching M' « II -{xy}u{ay}.
We have 6 (G'k-1, e(G'J^h(n,k) -k -1, and by (1), e( G)> h(n-1,k-1). By the induction hypothesis, U' lies in a Hamiltonian oyole C' of G'. How replaoe in C' the edge ay with the path axy to obtain a Hamiltonian cycle of G containing 11.
• Let a be a vertex of degree k. By (i), we may assume that a is not covered by M, by the maximality of M, all the neighbours of a are covered by M. Since k> 2, there «xist two neighbours of a, χ and y say, such that xy { M. Let us denote by ζ and t the vertices for which xzelí and yt eli.
Consider the graph G' * G -{a,χ,y} + zt. By (ii) we have 5(G')£ k-2| we have also e(G')£ e(G)-k-d(x,G)-d(y,G) + 3 + + e(x,y)-e(z,tJ.
Ve apply the relations (3) and (4) to prove that e(G')> > h(n-3,k-2), and that if the equality holds, then necessarily e(G) = h(n,k), d(x,G) = d(y,G) = n-1, and e(x,y) = e(z,t) = 1.
Consider now the matching Μ' « Κ -{jM,yt}u{st}. By the induction hypothesis, either M' lies in a Hamiltonian cycle of G ' or G'e3e(n-3,k-2) . If H' lies in a Hamiltonian cycle C' of G", then H lies in the cyole obtained from C' by replacing the edge at with the path sxayt. If G'e 36(n-3,k-2) the reader Bay oheck by simple inspection that either Ge3f(n,k) or U lies in a Hamiltonian oyole of G·
